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Abstract 

In Part II of the modeling of chemical interactions of fuel rod materials at high temperatures, qualitative results on the 
nature of Zr-rich melt oxidation and interactions with fuel rods allow further interpretation of the post-test examinations of 
structures (debris) formed in the CORA tests under more complicated conditions, namely during downward relocation of the 
melt. In this situation, the molten mass extensively oxidizes and simultaneously dissolves UO 2 pellets and ZrO~ scales of 
the cladding. The analysis of these simultaneous physico-chemical processes on the basis of the kinetic oxidation/dissolu- 
tion model developed in Part I of the paper, allows a new interpretation and explanation of the CORA tests results 
concerning relocation dynamics of the major part of the melt (slow relocation of melt in the form of massive slug rather than 
quick relocations of droplets and rivulets), formation of local blockages (debris) in the interrod space and accumulation of 
the melt in the core region in the form of molten pool. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 

1. Introduction 

A recently published report on in-vessel core degrada- 
tion in LWR severe accidents [1] updates to 1995 the 
original state-of-the-art report in this area released in 1991 
[2], and concludes with the identification of the remaining 
requirements for both model development and experimen- 
tal work, followed by the main conclusions and recom- 
mendations. These conclusions with respect to modeling of 
core degradation phenomena and development of numeri- 
cal codes, were completely confirmed by the results of the 
International Standard Problem ISP36 published in a Com- 
parison Report [3]. 

It was generally concluded in Refs. [1-3] that the 
confidence in code predictions decreases with progressing 
core damage. Entering into the late phase melt progression 
marked by the onset of substantial formation and reloca- 
tion of ceramic materials, the level of uncertainty becomes 
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larger. This includes the transition between early and late 
phase core degradation sequences governed by phenomena 
like oxidation of complex material mixtures and melts. 
Melt oxidation models - so far available, see Ref. [3] - are 
thoroughly based on rate equations for intact rods. In these 
models rivulets, droplets or films of the (Zr, U, O) melt 
relocating with a high velocity are considered, and their 
oxidation kinetics are described by (renormalized) standard 
parabolic correlations measured in isothermal tests on solid 
Zircaloy (Zry) cladding oxidation and extrapolated to tem- 
peratures above the Zry melting point. Such an approach 
seems to be oversimplified and inadequate for several 
reasons: 

• The oxidation kinetics of the (Zr, U, O) melt obey 
essentially more complicated kinetic laws taking into ac- 
count simultaneous processes of dissolution by the melt of 
UO z fuel pellets and ZrO 2 cladding scales which are 
competitive to the oxidation process and are accompanied 
by precipitation of the (U, Zr)O: ~ ceramic phase (see 
Part 1); 

• The relocation velocities of visually observed droplets 
and rivulets are so high (c -- 0.5 m / s )  that the real times 
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of their interactions with steam (during their relocations) 
turn to be negligibly small (several seconds!). 

Further analysis of post-test examination data of the 
CORA-WI and CORA-W2 experiments is presented in the 
present Part II of the paper in order to reveal mechanisms 
of relocating materials oxidation. From the comparison of 
time behavior of high-temperature curves with visual ob- 
servations of melt propagation fronts, on the one hand, and 
from the results of metallographic examinations of the 
solidified blockages in the bundles, on the other hand, it is 
concluded that the major part of molten cladding material 
relocates downward, in the form of a massive slug, very 
slowly in comparison with rather quick relocations of 
separate drops and rivulets. During this slow downward 
propagation of the slug, it accumulates fresh portions of 
melting cladding, extensively oxidizes and simultaneously 
dissolves UO 2 pellets and ZrO 2 scales of the cladding. 
The analysis of these simultaneous physico-chemical pro- 
cesses by the kinetic oxidation/dissolution model devel- 
oped in Part I of the paper allows the explanation of 
reasons for the observed rather low velocity of slug reloca- 
tion (owing to the precipitation of the ceramic (U, Zr)O 2 ,. 
phase in the course of the oxidation/dissolution process) 
and rather high heat generation provided cladding fusion 
and heating of the surrounding materials in the course of 
slug relocation. 

2. Q u a l i t a t i v e  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  

Detailed analysis of the experimental data obtained in 
the CORA tests [4] apparently demonstrates that a real 
behavior of molten materials qualitatively differs from the 
considerations of the simplified models. As seen from Fig. 
l taken from [5], high and low temperature regions ob- 
served at t >_ 4200 s in the CORA-WI test are separated 
by a rather pronounced temperature front. This front relo- 
cates downward with a characteristic velocity u~ -- 1-2 
m m / s  which is extremely small in comparison to the 
above indicated velocities of rivulets and droplets (c 2 = 0.5 
m/s) .  A coincidence of the temperature front with a 
blockage position in the end of the relocation process (at 
t = 4800 s, when electrical heating of rod simulators and 
steam flux were switched off, leading to quick cooling of 
the system), was recently confirmed by an additional anal- 
ysis of material distribution in all the CORA tests [6] and 
allows some qualitative conclusions. It can be apparently 
proposed that in the steady stage of the process a slow 
relocation (with the characteristic velocity u I = 1-2 
ram/s)  of a large molten mass occurs at T =  2000°C 
slightly above the melting temperature of (x-Zr(O) (T m = 
1950°C). Owing to a large temperature gradient below the 
front (estimated from Fig. 1 as VT = 50-80 K/cm) ,  some 
kind of a refrozen crust forms in the lower part of the melt 
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(see below) and prevents the molten mass from quick 
relocation. Separate droplets and rivulets splash out from 
the molten mass and /or  locally melt through the crust and 
then quickly relocate downward with their characteristic 

velocity u 2 - -~ 0.5 m / s  until they refreeze very soon due to 
a large temperature drop in the vicinity of the melt pro- 
gression front. 

Visual observations of the CORA test systematized in 
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Fig. 2. Cross-section W1-07 (top) of the CORA-WI test bundle (elevation 783 mm) (from Ref. [5]). 
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[7] qualitatively confirm the above derived conclusions 
about the behavior of the melt. Indeed, analysis of practi- 
cally all the CORA tests show the existence of a 

'flamefront' which relocates coherently either with a 'front' 
of rivulets or with the Zr melting isotherm, and fairly 
associates with the melt progression front in Fig. 1. 

Position [] Position [] 

Position [] Position [] 

Fig, 3. Oxidized melt microstructures (from Ref. [10]). 
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Owing to a high difference between the velocities of 
the molten mass and its separate fragments (rivulets and 
droplets), v2 /v  ~ --500, each unit element of the melt 
spends the most part of the time (t~) inside the molten 
mass and only a negligibly small part of time 02)  inside 
quickly relocating rivulets or droplets ( t J t  2 ~ Uz/V I -~ 

500). For this reason, it is clear that interactions with 
steam are mainly connected with oxidation of the molten 
mass rather than of separate rivulets and droplets. For the 
description of this process an additional analysis of avail- 
able post-test examinations of the samples obtained in the 
CORA experiments is necessary. 

3. Analysis of the CORA post-test examination data 

For the analysis of the CORA post-test examination 
results, the CORA-W1 test is chosen for two reasons: 

• being one of the last tests in the CORA series, it is 
better studied and described in more detail; 

• in the absence of absorber rods which have rather 
low melting temperatures (in the case of (Ag, In, Cd) 
absorber material) or form low-temperature eutectics with 
other construction materials (B4C/Zry or B4C/stainless 
steel), the analysis of Zr cladding melt behavior can be 
performed more unambiguously. 

q} ® @ 

® ® 
Fig. 4. Cross-section #k of the CORA-W2 test bundle (elevation 605 mm) (from [ 10]). Positions of SEM/EDX analysis. 
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Usually it is rather difficult to restore a qualitative 
picture of material interactions and behavior at high tem- 
peratures on the basis of post-test examinations; however, 
some of these data are rather helpful and straightforward 
for the description of the high-temperature processes. 
Among the numerous data of CORA-W1 post-test exami- 
nations [5] there are several especially significant and 
elucidating observations. 

(1) As seen from the time-temperature curves analysis 
(Fig. I), melting of the Zr cladding and subsequent melt 
relocations initially occur at the elevation 1000 mm in the 
CORA-WI test. From the analysis of bundle post-test 
cross-sections at different elevations (see fig. 110 in Ref. 
[5])) it is clearly seen that the first partial blockages are 
formed already at elevations of 800-900 ram. These obser- 
vations indicate that after a short initial time interval when 
the melt appears and relocates in the form of droplets and 
rivulets, the molten material rather soon accumulates in- 
side the interrod space of various groups of rods and forms 
some kind of a molten pool in this region. This pool 
slowly relocates downward (as discussed above) and si- 
multaneously expands laterally due to accumulation of 
fresh portions of molten cladding. For this reason, a block- 
age located at a lower elevation = 600 mm fills the 
essential part of the bundle cross-section (see fig. 111 in 
Ref. [51). 

(2) In the upper part of the bundle the solidified 
material consists mainly of the (U, Zr)O 2_ ~ ceramic phase 
alternated with undissolved remnants of ZrO 2 scales and 
relatively small areas of the refrozen metallic melt (Figs. 2 
and 3). The formation of relatively large and uniform areas 
of the (U, Zr)O2_ ~ ceramic phase can be unambiguously 
interpreted as a result of precipitation from the oversatu- 
rated liquid phase in the course of melt oxidation and 
simultaneous dissolution of ZrO 2 and UO 2 by the melt at 
T = 2000°C (see Part I). This conclusion is based on the 
observations (see, for example, Ref. [8]) that the liquid 
metal (Zr, U, O) phase (without ceramic precipitates) 
always decomposes on the cooling-down to a homoge- 
neous mixture of the ~-Zr(O) phase with a relatively small 
portion of dendritic ceramic particles (compare with point 
4 below) which can be easily distinguished visually from 
the structure presented in Figs. 2 and 3. 

(3) Results of point analysis of the chemical composi- 
tion of the unitorm areas of the (U, Zr)O 2 ~ ceramic phase 
precipitated and grown up in the course of high-tempera- 
ture interactions of the melt and accumulated in the inter- 
rod space of the bundle upper part, are presented in greater 
detail in the CORA-W2 test (with B4C absorber rod) 
[9,10]. In some spatial locations where the influence of 
B4C on the melt composition is negligible, the structure of 
the ceramic blockages is completely identical to that ob- 
served in the CORA-WI tests (Fig. 4). Results of the 
chemical composition analysis at various points a, b, e of 
the interrod space in region 3 (Fig. 4) are collected in 
Table I and show a homogeneous composition (within the 

Table 1 
Quantitative results of SEM/EDX analysis of material chemical 
composition at different locations at elevation 605 mm (position 
#3 of cross section #k, Fig. 4) of the CORA-W2 test bundle 
(from Ref. [10], fig. 51, p. 239; fig. 52, p. 240 and fig. 55, p. 243) 

Element Location a Location b Location e 

O (at.%) 66.7 65.1 66.3 
Zr (at.%) 25.4 27.3 25.3 
U (at.%) 7.1 7.6 8.4 

accuracy limits of the measurements) of the (U, Zr)O 2_x 
ceramic phase (see Ref. [10]; fig. 51 on p. 239, fig. 52 on 
p. 240 and fig. 55, p. 243). The absence of diffusion 
profiles in the spatial distribution of the U and Zr compo- 
nents proves that the (Zr, U, O) metal phase is well mixed 
in the course of high-temperature interactions (oxidation 
and dissolution) owing to temperature and density varia- 
tions of the melt (see Ref. [11]). 

(4) In the lower part of the bundle, the formation of 
blockages occurs at a late stage of the relocation process 
owing to quick cooling of the system (when electrical 
heating of rod simulators is switched off) and refreezing of 
the molten metal phase. For this reason, the oxygen con- 
tent of the melt is comparatively small (Fig. 5) and den- 
dritic ceramic precipitates formed on cool-down are homo- 
geneously distributed in the e~-Zr(O) matrix. The main 
product of the liquid metal (Zr, U, O) phase oxidation is a 
rather uniform oxide scale ZrO 2 observed on the lateral 
surface of the solidified melt (Fig. 5). 

A generalization of the all above-presented observa- 
tions and conclusions on the behavior of the molten mate- 
rials finally results in the following qualitative picture of 
the mechanical and physico-chemical behavior of the relo- 
cating (Zr, U, O) melt. 

At the initial stage of the core degradation process the 
molten materials begin to flow down from some upper hot 
elevation in the form of separate drops and rivulets and 
stop at some lower (and colder) elevation. The possible 
reason of this stopping is cooling down of the drop. Due to 
deviations of the U - Z r - O  composition from the exact 
eutectic point, the cooling down of the melt leads to a solid 
fraction formation in some temperature interval [T~o ~, Ttiq] 
and thereby to a steep viscosity increase (up to dozens of 
times). As a result at some rod elevation where tempera- 
ture is close to T,,,~, a viscous mixture slug begins to 
develop which may form a partial blockage of the coolant 
channel. 

Physico-chemical interactions of the slug materials with 
steam (as well as of the neighboring Zr cladding material 
heated by the relocated hot slug, and for this reason 
intensively oxidized [6]) leads to the heat generation and 
heating up of the slug. This, in turn, leads to a decrease of 
the solid traction and viscosity and a begin of flowing 
down to the lower (and colder) elevations, resulting in 
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Fig. 5. Cross-section W l-10 (top) of the CORA-WI test bundle (elevation 374 mm) (from Ref. [5]). 
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continuous slow relocation of the slug coherently with the 
temperature front. 

During the slug motion the mass exchange process 

including the mass income from the hot upper elevations 
in the form of drops, dissolution of the cladding and 
possible mass outcome occurs from the slug of some hot 
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portions of the mixture (mainly of metal composition). The 
mass balance of these processes leads to accumulation of 
hot molten material ( T =  2000°C) in the interrod space 
regions in the form of molten pool(s), gradually expanding 
in the course of further melt accumulation. A relatively 
thin viscous two-phase layer (crust) formed by the slug at 
the bottom of the melt along the steep temperature gradient 
(in the temperature interval [T~o l, Tliq]), supports the molten 
mass and prevents it from quick falling down. 

Rapid processes of drop-like income from above and 
outcome to below take place against the background of the 
slow relocation of the molten mass coherent with the 
underlying slug (crust) motion. This slow relocation makes 
the main contribution to the axial mass transfer and corre- 
lates with the downward propagation of the high-tempera- 
ture front. 

The (Zr, U, O) melt (convectively stirred inside the 
molten pool) dissolves UO 2 pellets and ZrO~ cladding 
scales and is simultaneously oxidized by steam. These 
chemical processes lead to the growth of the ZrOo oxide 
film on the lateral surfaces of the molten mass and simulta- 
neously to the precipitation and growth of (U, Zr)O 2 
ceramic particles in the bulk of the mass (in accordance 
with the kinetic model developed in Part I). 

Correspondingly, it can be assumed that the effective 
viscosity of the molten mass gradually increases in the 
course of the ceramic precipitates growth leading to an 
increase of the solid fracture amount in the bulk of the 
melt. This additionally (to the underlying crust) prevents 
the molten mass from quick downward relocation and 
periodically leads to local captures of the melt in the 
interrod space (when the amount of solid fracture in the 
melt becomes sufficiently large). In the course of its 
further oxidation leading to the formation of the uniform 
(U, Zr)O2_ ~ ceramic phase areas, the captured material 
forms local ceramic blockages (debris) at various eleva- 
tions as observed in the CORA post-test examinations (see 
point 2 above). 

4. Quantitative evaluation of the main processes 

As demonstrated above, the molten material apparently 
accumulates in the steady stage of the melt relocation 
process in the form of the molten mass which slowly 
propagates downward. The average velocity of the molten 
mass motion is apparently determined by a kind of thermal 
balance between the heat generation due to oxidation and 
the heat losses due to surrounding rods heating up and the 
metal cladding dissolution. Quantitative estimations of the 
energy balance of various processes providing downward 
propagation of the molten mass with a certain velocity 
(l, 1 ~- 1 mm/s) ,  must confirm the self-consistency of the 
above presented qualitative picture within the accuracy 
limits of the given estimation approach (i.e. within the 
accuracy limits of approximately one order of magnitude). 

More accurate results can be obtained only in the frame- 
work of a more strict quantitative theory. It is assumed that 
after implementation of the developed kinetic model of 
material interactions (presented in Part I) in severe acci- 
dent integral codes (simulating core degradation processes) 
and its coupling with the modified melt relocation model 
on the basis of the physical mechanisms presented here 
(see Section 5), a consistent quantitative description of the 
mechanical and physico-chemical behavior of the relocat- 
ing melt will be attained. 

Therefore, the main task of the present section is to 
demonstrate that large heat losses at the melt propagation 
front due to the melting of Zr metal cladding and heat 
transfer (into the metal cladding, fuel pellets and steam 
environment) can be compensated by the heat generation 
in the molten mass due to the melt oxidation (i.e., Stefan's 
heat balance equation at the propagating front is valid). 

In order to estimate heat fluxes at the melt progression 
front necessary for the cladding melting through, it should 
be noticed that the cross-section of the metal cladding 
makes up only a minor part of the melt progression front. 
In the steady stage of the melt relocation process when 
lateral expansion of the molten mass becomes significant 
(and its cross-section comparable with that of the whole 
bundle), the ratio of the total cross-section of the melting 
cladding (Sc~) to that of the molten mass (S O - Suo ,) can 
be roughly estimated as S , : J ( S  o - S u o  .) -.~ 0.2. 

The heat of fusion of Zr is H m -- 2i.5 kJ /mol  [12], the 
molar Zr density is Pz,- = 0.06 mol / cm 3. Therefore, the 
balance of heat fluxes through the unit surface of the 
molten mass bottom which sustains the melt progression 
front velocity ~,~ = 1-2 m m / s  must coincide with the 
surface heat sink: 

Q.,  = H.1 pz~ . , ' l Sc , / (  S o - Suo~ ) ~ 50 W / c m  2. (1) 

The heat conduction flux Qc to the metal cladding at the 
front can be evaluated from the axial temperature gradient 
below the front (estimated from Fig. 1 as VT-~ 50-80 
K /cm )  and the thermal conductivity of Zr (extrapolated to 
T ~ 2000°C from the lower temperature data [ 13], X ~ 40 
W / m  K): 

Q~ = x V T  = 20 W / c m  2. (2) 

The heat flux through the remaining part of the melt 
progression front is provided by steam convection and 
irradiation from the surface. 

In order to make a conservative estimation for the heat 
losses it can be proposed that the heat flux through the unit 
square of this part of the surface does not exceed the value 
Q~. Therefore, from Eqs. (1) and (2) the heat flux match- 
ing condition at the front takes the following torm: 

Q0 = Q~- + Qm = 70 W / c m  2, (3) 

where Q0 describes the heat flux from the molten phase in 
the axial direction (Fig. 6). The main source of this heat 
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the heat fluxes through the surfaces of the relocating melt. 

flux Q0 is the heat generation due to oxidation of the melt. 
It can be demonstrated here that this source can be large 
enough to provide the propagation of the melt front with 
the observed velocity z, 1 ~ 1 m m / s ,  i.e. the validity of the 
flux matches, Eq. (3). 

In order to estimate the value of this heat source, it 
should be noticed that the characteristic thickness of the 
oxide scale formed at the lateral surface of the molten 
mass can be roughly evaluated from the above-presented 
figures as ~-200-400 p~m. The diffusion coefficient of 
oxygen in the ZrO 2 phase is D ~ 9 ×  10 4 cm2/s  at 
T = 2000°C, the concentration drop across the scale Ac = 
0 . 0 9 4 ( I - x / 2 )  m o l / c m  3, where x = 1.85 in accordance 
with the equilibrium phase diagram [14] at this tempera- 
ture, therefore, the oxygen diffusion flux can be estimated 
as J = (1.5-3) × 10 -4  m o l / c m  2 s. Since the heat of oxi- 
dation of Zr is H,, x = 300 kJ /mol  [15], the heat flux from 
the lateral surface into the molten mass is estimated as 

Qox = HoxJ -~ 50-100 W / c m  2. (4) 

It is more complicated to evaluate the oxidation of the 
upper surface of the molten pool, since no traces of 
horizontal thin ZrO 2 oxide layers were detected in the 
post-test cross-sections of the CORA bundle. Nevertheless, 
it can be logically proposed that the upper oxide scale 
grows coherently with relocation of the molten mass (with 
the velocity ul), periodically loosing contact and separat- 
ing from the moving melt, collapsing and growing again. 
The time of 'separation' r of the diffusionally growing 
oxide scale can be estimated from the relation (D~-) 1/2 -- 
v~', i.e. ~-= 10-~s, therefore, a mean steady thickness of 
the oxide layer d = (D'c) 1/2 = 100 p.m is comparable with 
the thickness of the observed lateral scale. 

Additional reasons for the stabilization or very slow 
variation of the oxide scale thickness in the course of the 
molten pool oxidation (accompanied by precipitation of 
the (U, Zr)O z • ceramic phase in the bulk of the melt) are 
presented in Part 1. 

Therefore, the presented semi-quantitative estimations 
show that the heat fluxes Qox = 50-100 W / c m  2 from the 

lateral and upper surfaces into the molten mass which are 
partially compensated by the heat losses from these sur- 
faces due to irradiation, steam convection and heating of 
the surrounding pellets (QEo~ < 20 W / c m  2, as conserva- 
tively estimated above) can counterbalance the heat flux 
Qo from the molten mass through the melt progression 
front and thus, confirm the validity of Eq. (3), which 
provides the observed propagation velocity of this front 
v I = I - 2  mm/s .  

5. Discussion 

This last conclusion seems to be especially important 
for the quantitative modeling of the melt progression within 
the framework of the integral codes, since it demonstrates 
that in the steady state of the process the molten mass 
propagation velocity practically does not depend on the 
droplets dynamics and is determined predominantly by the 
heat balance at the melt progression front. In particular this 
consideration apparently explains the existence of the 
abrupt temperature drop at the front during all the steady 
stage of the relocation process (see Fig. 1), which unavoid- 
ably should be "washed out' in the opposite case of 
separate relocations of droplets and rivulets. 

In order to clarify this physical picture, a simple anal- 
ogy of the studied process with downward propagation of 
the flame front in a burning candle can be derived (see 
schematic representation in Fig. 7). In both cases the 
fusion front at the bottom of the molten pool determines 
relocation dynamics of the major part of the melt, whilst 
separate droplets and rivulets play only a minor role in the 
general picture of the relocation process. For these reasons, 
the relocation velocity of the fusion front in both the cases 
can be roughly determined from the heat flux matches at 
this front and the latent heat of fusion of the solid material 
(molten through) (see Eqs. (1)-(3)). 

To cover the general description of mass relocation 
throughout the whole course of an accident, one has to 
consider both massive melt (slug) and drops/rivulets 
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modes of the candling process. For modeling of the collec- 
tive effects (confluence of several drops in a slug; mass 
income and outcome) it is necessary to solve the equations 
of motion of a liquid element with account of locations 
and motion of other liquid elements, i.e. drops cannot be 
considered independently. 

The other important point is the steep increase of the 
melt viscosity due to precipitation and growth of (U, 
Zr)O2_ x ceramic particles in the bulk of the metallic melt 
in the course of the oxidation. It is just this effect which 
leads to the slow (as compared with drops and rivulets) 
molten mass (slug) relocation. Indeed, owing to the melt 
viscosity increase, a 'critical dimension' of a liquid droplet 
(and/or  rivulet) also increases which determines the cessa- 
tion of its relocation along the vertical rod surface [16]. As 
soon as this critical dimension exceeds the interrod dis- 
tance, relocations of separate droplets and rivulets cease, 
and the molten pool accumulation and slug formation 
starts. 

Cladding and pellets dissolution by the slug, the slug 
oxidation by steam, as well as the mass income from 
above and outcome to below, change the chemical compo- 
sition of the slug. On the other hand, the solid fraction 
value and also the rates of the dissolution and oxidation 
reactions will depend on the current chemical composition 
of the slug. For self-consistent modeling of these processes 
it is necessary to calculate the chemical composition of the 
slug current by the solution of the separate mass balance 
equations for each chemical component. 

6. C o n c l u s i o n s  

On the basis of thorough analysis of metallographic 
post-test examination data obtained in the fuel bundle 
CORA experiments, investigations and modeling of high- 
temperature processes are presented which are associated 
with the oxidation of U - Z r - O  molten mixtures under 

various conditions of severe accidents (intact heated thel 
rods, considered in Part 1, or relocating melt). 

In Part 11 qualitative results on the nature of Zr-rich 
melt oxidation and interactions with fuel rods obtained in 
Part 1, allow further interpretation of the post-test exami- 
nations of structures formed in the tests CORA-W1 and 
CORA-W2 under more complicated conditions, namely 
during downward relocation of the melt. On the basis of 
these analyses, on the one hand, and from the comparison 
of time behavior of high-temperature curves with visual 
observations of the melt propagation front, on the other 
hand, it is concluded that the major part of molten cladding 
material relocates downward in the form of a massive slug 
very slowly in comparison with rather quick relocations of 
separate drops and rivulets. During this slow downward 
propagation the slug accumulates fresh portions of molten 
cladding, extensively oxidizes and simultaneously dis- 
solves UO 2 pellets and ZrO 2 scales of the cladding. 
Analysis of these simultaneous physico-chemical processes 
by the kinetic oxidation/dissolution model developed in 
Part 1 of the paper, allows the explanation of reasons fbr 
the observed rather low velocity of slug relocation (owing 
to precipitation of the ceramic (U, Zr)O 2 ~ phase in the 
course of oxidation/dissolution and as a result, strong 
increase of the effective viscosity of the molten slug) and 
rather high heat generation provided cladding fusion and 
heating of the surrounding materials in the course of slug 
relocation. The presented semi-quantitative estimations 
show that the heat fluxes into the molten mass induced by 
the melt oxidation and partially compensated by the heat 
losses from the melt surfaces due to irradiation, steam 
convection and heating of the surrounding pellets can 
counterbalance the heat flux from the molten mass through 
the melt progression front. This confirms the validity of 
Stefan-type flux matches at the front, which provides the 
observed low propagation velocity of this front (el = I 
m m / s  in the CORA-W1 test). On the basis of these 
analyses, the necessity of the further modification of relo- 
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cation models for description of relocation of molten slugs 
(rather than drops, rivulets or films), and coupling of the 
modified models with the oxidation/dissolution model 
(developed in Part l) for the self-consistent description of 
oxidation during melt relocation within the framework of 
integral codes, is revealed. 
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